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STA TEMEKT OF THE CASE 
(I) Nature of the Case: 
Rule Steel Tanks, Inc., appeals the Industrial Commission's Decision and Order 
that the transfer of Diamond Z Trailer, Inc.' s unemployment insurance experience rating 
account to Rule Steel was mandatory. Rule Steel also appeals the Industrial 
Commission's order denying its request for reconsideration of a partial transfer of 
Diamond Z Trailer, Jnc.'s experience rating. 
(2) Course of the Proceedings Below: 
The Idaho Department of Labor (hereinafter "Department") issued a 
detennination on September 19, 2011, that Rule Steel Tanks, 1nc., (hereinafter 
"Employer") succeeded to or acquired all or substantially all of the business owned by 
Diamond Z Trailer, Inc., (hereinafter "Predecessor.'). Exhibit 3. Employer sent the 
Department a letter on September 21, 2011, objecting to the Department's determination. 
Exhibit 4. The Department reopened its investigation and based on information provided 
by Les Pollard, HR manager for Employer and Steven Peel, owner of both Predecessor 
and Employer, the Department affirmed its initial September 19, 2011, Determination. 
p. 39, LI. 5-25. Employer filed a timely appeal on September 21, 2011. Exhibit 4. 
On February 8, 2012, the Department's appeals examiner held a hearing on the 
issues addressed in the Detennination. A decision was issued on February 8, 2012, 
affirming the Department's detem1ination requiring the mandatory transfer of the 
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unemployment insurance experience rating account from Predecessor to Employer. R. 
pp. 1-10. 
On February 21, 2012, Employer filed a timely appeal of the Department's 
decision to the Industrial Commission (hereinafter "Commission"). R. p. 11. On March 
16, 2012, the Commission issued an Order Establishing Briefing Schedule. R. pp. 36-37. 
On March 23, 2012, Employer submitted a Brief in Support of Employer's Appeal. R. 
pp. 38-57. On March 29, 2012, Department submitted its brief. R. pp. 58-69. The 
Commission issued its Decision and Order on :vtay 15, 2012, affirming the decision of 
the appeals examiner based on a de novo review of the record, including the exhibits and 
a transcript of the hearing before the appeals examiner. R. pp. 70-80. 
Employer then filed a Motion for Partial Reconsideration with the Commission on 
June 4, 2012. R. pp. 81-86. In that Motion, Employer moved the Commission to 
reconsider that portion of the Commission's Decision and Order finding no evidence 
Employer carried out only a pmiion of Predecessor's business and therefore was not 
eligible for a partial rate transfer pursuant to Idaho Code§ 72-1351(5)(b). R. pp. 81-86. 
ln an Order filed August 2, 2012, the Commission denied Employer's request for 
reconsideration finding Employer had not persuaded the Commission to alter its 
underlying Decision and Order. R. pp. 87-93. 
Employer filed a timely Notice of Appeal to this Court on September 13, 2012. 
R. pp. 94-97. 
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(3) Statement of Facts: 
Predecessor was an Jdaho corporation with business offices located at 11299 Bass 
Lane, Caldwell, Idaho. Tr. p. 11, Ll. 17-24; p. 19, Ll. 1-10. Predecessor was also a 
covered employer under Idaho's Employment Security Law. R. p. 72. 
Employer is an Idaho corporation with business offices also at 11299 Bass Lane, 
Caldwell, Idaho. Exhibit 5; Tr. p. 11, LL 17-24; p. 19, LI. 11-19; p. 20, Ll. 1-4. 
Predecessor manufactured custom grinders used in the recycling industry for wood waste 
and debris. Tr. p. 14, LL 3-4; p. 49, LI. 17-24. Employer manufactures steel tanks for 
waste and energy products and fabricates miscellaneous steel products. Tr. p. 49, L. 25; 
p. 50, LL 1-5. 
In 2009, Employer began marketing Predecessor's grinders and offered 
replacement parts and services f()f those grinders. Tr. p. 13, LL 3-13; p. 25, Ll. 4-7; p. 54, 
LL 2-10; p. 55, LL 1-7; p. 67, LI. 16-25; p. 68, LI. 1-3; p. 80, LL 21-25. Predecessor 
manufactured two or three grinders in 2009. Tr. p. 13, LI. 4-5. From the time Employer 
acquired Predecessor in 2009, Employer had the capability to manufacture grinders and 
did manufactured four grinders in 2010. Tr. p. 13, Ll. 5-6; p. 28, LL 13-15; p. 67, Ll. 16-
25; p. 68, LL 1-3. 
Both Predecessor and Employer were owned by Steve Peel. Tr. p. 22, Ll. 17-20; 
p. 69, LL 8-10; p. 75, Ll. 17-21; p. 99, Ll. 13-14. Predecessor was managed by Randy 
Dodd in 2008. Tr. p. l 2, LL 22-25. Steve Peel terminated Mr. Dodd in December of 
2008 and took over Predecessor's management duties. Tr. p. 12, LL 22-25; p. 13, L. l; p. 
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60, LI. 8-19; p. 68, LI. 7-13. Steve Peel brought Greg Burkhart into Predecessor's 
management to help him make decisions. Tr. p. 22, Ll. 20-25; p. 23, Ll. 1-3; p. 52, LL 
20-25; p. 60, LI. 17-19; p. 63, Ll. 3-17; p. 75, LI. 2-25; p. 76, LI. 1-4. Predecessor's 
corporate officers, as reported in the December 30, 2008 annual report, were Steve Peel 
and Greg Burkhart. Exhibit 5. In Predecessor's December 22, 2009, annual report Steve 
Peel was listed as a corporate officer. Exhibit 5; Tr. p. 20, LI. 14-20; p. 59, LI. 16-25; p. 
60, LI. 1-7; p. 68, LI. 7-8; p. 73, LI. 16-25; p. 72, LI. 1-20. 
Employer filed its corporate annual report on May 19, 2009, and also named 
Steve Peel and Greg Burkhart as corporate officers. Exhibit 5; Tr. p. 20, Ll. 21-25; p. 21, 
L. 1; p. 69, Ll. 11-13; p. 75, Ll. 2-7; p. 75, LI. 24-25. Steve Peel and Gregory Burkhart 
controlled both Predecessor and Employer before and after Predecessor transferred its 
trade and business to Employer. Tr. p. 23, LI. 4-7; p. 60, LI. 10-19; p. 69, LI. 11-13; p. 
78, LI. 13-15; p. 95, Ll. 14-25; p. 96, LI. 1-6. Gregory Burkhart assisted Steve Peel with 
dissolving Predecessor's corporation at the same time both of them had management 
authority over Employer. Tr. p. 22, LI. 20-25; p. 23, LI. 1-3; p. 52, Ll. 20-25; p. 60, Ll. 
17-19; p. 63, LI. 3-17; p. 75, LI. 2-25; p. 76, LI. 1-4. 
Predecessor's mailing address at the time of the transfer was 11299 Bass Lane, 
Caldwell, Idaho. Appendix A; Exhibits 5, 6 & E; Tr. p. 19, LI. 1-10. Employer's mailing 
address as of the third quarter of 2009, was 21086 Middleton Road, Caldwell, Jdaho. 
However, by the fourth quarter of 2009, both of their mailing addresses were identical 
and listed 11299 Bass Lane, Caldwell, Idaho, as their business address. Appendix B; 
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Exhibits 5 & 7; Tr. p. 19, Ll. 13-25. Employer owned the property leased to Predecessor 
and retained control of that property following Predecessor's closure. Tr. p. 70, Ll. 16-
25. Employer continued to use the facilities formerly occupied by Predecessor. Tr. p. 71, 
Ll. 1-5. 
Steve Peel, the owner of both Employer and Predecessor, negotiated with 
creditors to keep Predecessor's logo because it had value in the market place and carried 
goodwill. Tr. p. 13, Ll. l 0-13; p. 24, Ll. 17-18. Employer's website displayed 
Predecessor's logo and represented Employer as the manufacturer of Predecessor's 
grinders. Exhibit 9; Tr. p. 21, Ll. 17-21; p. 22, Ll. 1-6. The websites of both Employer 
and Predecessor had hyperlinks to each other's website. Exhibits 8 & 9. Predecessor 
represented to the public that it had established a global reputation for manufacturing the 
highest quality, most durable, easy to service, and most productive industrial grinders 
available. Exhibit 8. After Predecessor closed, Employer continued business relations 
with some of the same vendors used by Predecessor. Tr. p. 13, Ll. 8-10. In 2010, 
Employer also acquired some equipment from Predecessor through negotiations with 
Predecessor's creditors. Tr. p. 24, Ll. 15-17; p. 61, Ll. 18-25. 
Predecessor ceased operations in May of 2009, and dissolved the corporation 
effective December 31, 2009. Exhibit 5; Tr. p. 14, Ll. 10-12. Predecessor terminated its 
employees by the end of the second quarter of 2009. Tr. p. 52, Ll. 13-15. Predecessor's 
quarterly unemployment insurance tax reports for the second quarter of 2009, reflected 
sixty (60) employees. Appendices A & C; Exhibits 6 & 12; Tr. p. 16, Ll. 24-25. 
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Predecessor's quarterly unemployment insurance tax reports for the third quarter of 2009 
no longer reflected any employees. Appendices A & C; Exhibits 6 & 12. 
Employer hired forty-two ( 42) of Predecessor's former employees in the third 
quarter of 2009, and two (2) more fonner employees in the fourth quarter of 2009. 
Appendices A, B & C; Exhibits 6, 7 & 12; Tr. p. 17, LI. 1-9; p. 69, LI. 14-25; p. 70, LI. 1-
8. In total, Employer hired forty-four (44) out of sixty (60) former employees, 
representing over seventy three percent (73%) of Predecessor's former workforce. Tr. p. 
16, LI. 22-25, p. 17, LI. 1-9. Predecessor's former workers were a trained and skilled 
workforce that were an asset to Employer and did not require retraining. Tr. p. 36, LI. 
12-15. At the time of the transfer of Predecessor's business to Employer, Employer 
continued to market Predecessor's products. Tr. p. 54, LI. 2-1 O; p. 55, Ll. 1-7; p. 80, LI. 
21-25. 
Kayleen Gallop signed Predecessor's quarterly unemployment insurance tax 
reports for second and third quarters of 2009. Appendix A; Exhibit 6; Tr. p. 71, LI. 18-
25; p. 72, LI. 1-3. Kayleen Gallop also signed Employer's unemployment insurance tax 
report for the third quarter of 2009. Appendix B; Exhibit 7; Tr. p. 72, Ll. 1-7. Les 
Pollard, Employer's HR manager, signed both Predecessor's unemployment insurance 
tax report and Employer's unemployment insurance tax report for the fourth quarter of 
2009. Appendices A & B; Exhibits 6 & 7; Tr. p. 72, LI. 17-24; p. 73, LI. 2-15. 
As required by Idaho Code ~ 72-13 51, the Depaiiment computed new averages, 
new reserves and new ratios and applied them to the combined rating histories of both 
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Predecessor and Employer and Employer a new taxable wage rate. Exhibit 13; 
Tr. p. 45, LI. 1 19. As a t of this recalculation, Employer· s taxabl c rate went 
from 1. 1 93 in 2009 to m 10. Tr. p. 46. LL 2-8. 
ISSUES 01\ APPEAL 
I. 
Is there substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the Industrial 
Commission's findings and conclusions that a transfer of the predecessor's experience 
rating to Employer was mandatory under Idaho Code § 1351A? 
I I. 
ls there substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the Industrial 
Commission's findings and conclusion that a partial rating transfer did not apply pursuant 
to Idaho Code§§ 1351A(1)(a) and 1351(5)(b)? 
m. 
Should attorney fees and costs be awarded to the Department in an appeal from an 
administrative proceeding? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
In appeals from decisions of the Industrial Commission, the Court's review is 
limited to questions of law. Idaho Const. Art. V, § 9; Pimley v. Best Values, Inc., 132 
Idaho 432, 434, 974 P.2d 78, 80 (1999). This Court. does not reweigh the evidence or 
consider whether it would have reached a different conclusion. Ginther v. Boise Cascade 
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Corporation, 150 Idaho 143, 147, 244 P.3d 1229, 1233 (2010). The factual findings of 
the Commission will be upheld provided they are supported by substantial and competent 
evidence. Uhl v. Ballard Medical Products, Inc., 138 Tdaho 653, 657, 67 P.3d 1265, 
1269 (2003). ''Substantial and competent evidence is relevant evidence that a reasonable 
mind might accept to support a conclusion.'' Id. If supported by the evidence, the 
Commission's findings are conclusive and the jurisdiction of the court is confined to 
questions of law. Super Grade, Inc. v. Idaho Department of Commerce and Labor, 144 
Idaho 386, 389, 162 P. 3d 765, 768 (2007). 
ARGUMENT 
r. 
There is substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the 
Industrial Commission's findings and conclusion that a transfer of the 
predecessor's experience rating to Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. was mandatory 
under Idaho Code§ 72-135 lA. 
The Idaho Legislature expressed the general welfare purpose of Idaho's 
Employment Security Law, Tdaho Code §§ 72-1301 et seq., in declaring that it is the 
State's policy to encourage stable employment and to protect its residents against the 
economic insecurity resulting from unemployment through no fault of their own by 
providing compensation for unemployed persons. Idaho Code § 72-13 02; see also In re 
Potlatch Forests, Inc., 72 Idaho 291, 240 P.2d 242 (1952). Since the Employment 
Security Law was enacted to alleviate the hardships of involuntary unemployment, this 
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Court held that it should be construed liberally to effectuate that purpose. Davenport v. 
State Department of Employment. 103 Idaho 492, 494, 650 P.2d 634, 636 (1982). 
State Employment Security laws requiring a mandatory rate transfer are important 
to prevent an employer from manipulating experience ratings to receive a lower 
unemployment insurance tax rate than that employer's unemployment experience would 
otherwise allow. To prevent this tax evasion scheme the federal SUTA (State 
Unemployment Tax Acts) Dumping Prevention Act of 2004, P.L. 108-295, 118 Stat 
1091 (2004) required states to prohibit employers from escaping the consequences of a 
poor experience rating by transferring its business to a different business entity. This tax 
evasion scheme is called Dumping" and occurs when a company changes its 
legal status to avoid the higher tax consequences of increased charges against its 
unemployment insurance account. A company essentially "dumps'· its higher tax rate by 
taking on a new business identity and the more favorable tax rate of the new business 
entity without changing anything substantive. When this occurs, the integrity of the 
unemployment insurance tax program is compromised and directly harms employers with 
tax rates based on their actual experience rating. 
Idaho Code § 72-135 l A is the statutory provision that requires the mandatory rate 
transfer of Predecessor's experience rating. When one employer transfers all or part of 
its trade or business to another employer and at the time of transfer there is substantially 
common ownership, management or control of both employers, then the experience 
rating account attributable to the transferred trade or business is transferred to the 
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employer taking on the trade or business. Idaho Code~ 72-1351A (l)(a) (2008). Idaho 
Code ~ 13 51A(5)( d) and ( e) provides several factors that the Depariment may 
consider when determining when a trade or business has been transfetTed. Idaho Code § 
1351 A (5)(d) and (e) provides: 
(5) For purposes of this section: 
(d) A "transfer of a trade or business" occurs whenever a person in any 
manner acquires or succeeds to all or a portion of a trade or business. 
Factors the department may consider when determining whether a 
transfer of a trade or business has occurred include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 
(i) Whether the successor continued the business enterprise of the 
acquired business: 
(ii) Whether the successor purchased, leased or assumed 
machinery and manufacturing equipment, office equipment, 
business premises, the business or corporate name, inventories, a 
covenant not to compete or a list of customers; 
(iii) Continuity of business relationships with third parties such as 
vendors, suppliers and subcontractors: 
(iv) A transfer of good will; 
(v) A transfer of accounts receivable; 
(vi) Possession and use of the predecessor's sales correspondence; 
and 
(vii) Whether the employees remained the same. 
( e) "Trade or business'' includes, but is not limited to, the employer's 
workforce. The transfer of some or all of an employer's workforce to 
another employer shall be considered a transfer of a trade or business 
when, as the result of such transfer, the transfetTing employer no 
longer perfonns trade or business with respect to the transferred 
workforce, and such trade or business is perfonned by the employer to 
whom the workforce is transfen-ed. 
Idaho Code§ 1351A(5)(d) and (e) (2008) 
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A. Transfer of a Trade or Business. 
Employer admits that Predecessor's business of manufacturing grinders was 
transferred to Employer when Employer states several times in its Brief that four (4) of 
the forty-four ( 44) employees transferred from Predecessor to Employer immediately 
began marketing Predecessor's products. Brief of Appellant p. 23. Employer's 
admission that a transfer occurred is corroborated by all the evidence in the record. Many 
of the factors of Idaho Code§ 72-1351A(5)(d) that indicate a transfer of a trade or 
business occurred are present in this case. Employer acquired all of Predecessor's trade 
or business of manufacturing grinders. After Employer acquired more than seventy 
percent (70%) of Predecessor's workforce, Employer began marketing, servicing and 
manufacturing Predecessor's grinders. Employer continued to use Predecessor's name. 
Predecessor ceased operations in July of 2009, when Employer acquired Predecessor's 
workforce and officially was dissolved on December 31, 2009. Exhibit 5. Prior to 
ceasing operations in 2009, Predecessor manufactured two or three grinders. Tr. p. 13. 
LI. 4-5. 
Employer immediately began offering for sale Predecessor's grinders and offered 
replacement parts for those grinders. Tr. p. 13, LI. 3-13; p. 25, LI. 4-7. From the time it 
acquired Predecessor, Employer marketed Predecessor's grinders and had the capability 
to manufacture grinders and in 2010. it manufactured four grinders. Tr. p. 13, LI. 5-6; p. 
54, LI. 2-10; p. 55, LI. 1-7; p. 67, Ll. 16-25; p. 68, LI. 1-3; p. 80, LI. 21-25; Brief of 
Appellant p. 23. Employer sold its first grinder in February of 2010. Tr. p. 57, LI. 8-11. 
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Although testimony indicates that Employer would have bad a difficult time 
manufacturing grinders because Employer had not acquired Predecessor's assets until 
September 30, 2010, evidence clearly shows that Employer manufactured grinders as 
y as February 2010. Exhibit G; Tr. p. 57, Ll. 8-i I; p. 68, LI. 1 
From the time of the transfer, Employer marketed the business obtained from the 
Predecessor··~ the marketing of grinders. Tr. p. 13. LL 13; p. LL 4-7: p. 54, Ll. 2-
10; p. 55, LI. l-7; p. 67, LL 16-25; p. LI. 1 : p. 80, LI. 21 · Brief of Appellant p. 
23. Employer used Predecessor's employees to market Clearly, Employer 
bad the capability to manufacture grinders from the time Predecessor ceased operations, 
it had a skilled workforce to manufacture grinders and it had the equipment necessary to 
manufacture grinders. ·rr. p. 13, LI. 5-6: p. LL 1 ! 5: p. 67, LL 16-25: p. 68, LI. 1-3. 
Employer's acquisition of Predecessor's employees enhanced this capability and in fact 
made it possible for Employer to manufacture grinders. Grinders were manufactured 
when orders were received and delay in manufacturing grinders was due only to the 
lack of customer orders not the s inability to manufacture them. Tr. p. 67, LL 
16-22. Employer marketed the grinders as Predecessor's grinders and sold replacement 
parts for Predecessor's grinders. 
Despite Empl admission to the contrary, Employer argues that the gap 
between the time when Predecessor ceased operations and the time Employer first began 
manufacturing of grinders is sufficient to show that Predecessors business was not 
transferred and there was no business continuity. This is simply not true. Employer took 
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over the business and immediately began marketing the business of Predecessor. 
Appellant's Brief p. 23. Employer continued to use Predecessor's name in the marketing 
of the business and continued to use facilities fonnerly occupied by Predecessor. 
Predecessor's mailing address at the time of the transfer was Steven Peel, 11299 
Bass Lane, Ca1dwel1, Idaho. Appendix A; Exhibits 5, 6 & E; Tr. p. 19, LI. 1-10. 
Employer's mailing address as of the third quaiier 2009 was Steve Peel, 21086 Middleton 
Road, Caldwell, Idaho, but by the fomih quaiier of that year, its mailing address was 
identical to Predecessor's. Appendix B; Exhibits 5 & 7; Tr. p. 19, LI. 13-25. Employer 
owned the property 1eased to Predecessor and found it appropriate to continue to use the 
Predecessor's prope1iy. Tr. p. 70, LI. 16-25; p. 71, LI. 1-5. Additionally, Employer 
continued to use the same phone number as Predecessor. 
Not only was Predecessor's business transferred to Employer, but there was 
continuity of business relationships. Employer continued business relations by using 
some of the same vendors as Predecessor. Exhibit l O; Tr. p. 13, LI. 8-10. Employer has 
contracts with some of the same dealers as Predecessor. Tr. p. 94, LI. 11-20. 
Additionally, Employer acquired equipment from Predecessor through negotiation with 
creditors. Exhibit G. Tr. p. 24, LI. 15-17; p. 61, LL 18-25. 
Further, some of the skilled employees Predecessor used to manufacture grinders 
were transferred to Employer and used by Employer to manufacture Predecessor's 
grinders. Predecessor ceased operations in May of 2009, dissolved the corporation 
effective December 31, 2009, and tenninated its emp1oyees by the end of the second 
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quarter of 2009. Exhibit 5; Tr. p. 14, LI. 10-l p. 52, LI. 13 15. The quarterly 
unemployment insurance tax reports for second quarter of 2009, reflected sixty (60) 
employees of Predecessor. Appendices A & C; Exhibits 6 & 1 · p. 16, LI. 24-25. 
The report filed for the third quarter shows that Predecessor no longer had any 
employees. Appendices A & C; Exhibits 6 & 12. Employer reported forty-two ( 42) of 
the sixty (60) employees terminated by Predecessor on its third quarter tax report. By the 
end of 2009, Employer employed forty-four (44) of Predecessor's fonner employees. 
Appendices A & C; Exhibits 6 & 12; Tr. p. 17, Ll. 1-9; p. 69, Ll. 14-25; p. 70, Ll. 1-8. 
The workers represented an asset that did not require retraining. Tr. p. 36, LI. 12-15. 
The transfer of more than seventy percent (70%) of employees from Predecessor to 
Employer is substantial evidence that a business transfer occurred as defined in Idaho 
Code§ 72-1351A(5)(e). 
Employer argues that only a few of Predecessor's employees hired by Employer 
worked on Predecessor's products. Tr. p. 87, Ll. 22-25; p. 88, Ll. 1-9. In support of its 
statement, Employer offered Exhibit C which lists ten (lO) employees and designates 
their primary or secondary function as working on Predecessor's grinders. The skill set 
of these employees applies to Predecessor's activities as well as Employer's activities. 
Employer did not address the other thirty two (32) employees it acquired from 
Predecessor. Despite Employer's attempt to show that the acquired employees did not 
make grinders, the law docs not require the employees to do the exact same job for the 
successor employer as they did for Predecessor. Idaho Code§ 72-135 lA (5)(e). 
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Employer continued to use Predecessor's name in the manufacture of grinders. 
Exhibit 9. Steve Peel kept Predecessor's logo because it had value in the market place; it 
had goodwill. Tr. p. 13, Ll. 10-13. Evidence of the goodwill established by Predecessor 
and assumed by Employer was the statement on Predecessor's website that "Predecessor 
has established a global reputation for manufacturing the highest quality, most durable. 
easy to service, and most productive industrial grinders available." Exhibit 8. 
Employer's website displayed Predecessor's logo and represented itself as the 
manufacturer of Predecessor's products. Exhibits 8 & 9; Tr. p. 21, LI. 17-21; p. 22, LI. 1-
6. Predecessor's website represented Employer as an authorized dealer and 
manufacturer. Exhibit 8. While Employer pointed out at the hearing that the website 
exhibits were printed on October 13, 2011, it failed to provide any testimony that the 
websites were not reflective of Employer or Predecessor in 2009, when the transfer of the 
business occurred. Tr. p. 33, LI. 17-25; p. 34, LI. 1-6. Clearly, Employer found value in 
the Predecessor's name or it would not have continued marketing the product under 
Predecessor's name. 
Other evidence of the continuity between Predecessor and Employer were the 
signatories on the quarterly unemployment insurance tax reports. Kayleen Gallop and 
Les Pollard both signed Predecessor's and Employer's quarterly unemployment 
insurance tax reports before and after the transfer of business. Appendices A & B; 
Exhibit 6 & 7; Tr. p. 71, LI. 18-25; p. 72, LI. 1-7, LI. 17-24; p. 73, LI. 2-15. Kayleen 
Gallop signed Predecessor's quarterly unemployment insurance tax reports for second 
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and third quarters of 2009. Appendix A; Exhibit 6; Tr. p. 71, Ll. 18-25; p. LI. 1-3. 
Kayleen Gallop also signed Employer's unemployment insurance tax report for the third 
quarter of 2009. Appendix B; Exhibit 7; Tr. p. 72, LI. l-7. Les Pollard, Employer's HR 
manager, signed both Predecessor's unemployment insurance tax report and Employer's 
unemployment insurance tax report for the fourth quarter of 2009. Appendices A & B; 
Exhibits 6 & 7; Tr. p. 72, LL 17-24; p. 73, LI. 2-15. 
B. Substantially th~_Same Ownership or Management or Control 
The transfer of the experience rating account of Predecessor was mandatory under 
Idaho Code § 72-13 51 A because at the time of the transfer, Employer's ownership, 
management or control was substantially the same as it was for Predecessor. Idaho Code 
§ 72-1351 A(l )(a) requires only substantially the same ownership or substantially the 
same management or substantially the same control. 1n this case there is substantially the 
same ownership, substantially the same management and substantially the same control. 
The Department's Administrative rule states that 
"in determining whether the ownership or management or control of a 
successor is substantially the same as the ownership or management or 
control of the predecessor factors to be considered include, but are not 
limited to, the extent of policy making authority, the involvement in daily 
management of operations, the supervision over the workforce, the 
percentage of ownership of shares or assets, and the involvement on 
boards of directors or other controlling bodies." 
IDAPA 09.01.3 1.04. 
Predecessor and Employer are both owned by Steve Peel. Tr. p. 22, LI. 17-20; p. 
69, LL 8-10; p. 75, LI. 1 
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ownership between Employer and Predecessor. Tr. p. 68, Ll. 5-6; p. 69, LL 8-1 O; p. 75, 
LL 19-21; p. 99, LI. 1 14; Appellant's Brief p. 25. Where there is admitted common 
ownership between Predecessor and Employer the test required under Idaho Code 72-
1351 A(1 )(a) is satisfied. 
fn addition to common ownership, Employer's management was also 
substantially the same as it was when Predecessor was manufacturing grinders. 
Following the termination of Predecessor's Randy Dodd, in 2008, Steve Peel 
took over management duties. Tr. p. 12, LI. ; p. 13, LI; p. 60, LI. 8-19; p. 68, LL 
7-13. Steve Peel brought Greg Burkhart into Predecessor's management as a corporate 
officer to help make decisions for Predecessor. p. 60, 19. Steve Peel and 
Gregory Burkhart held management duties and ultimate control over Employer. Steve 
Peel's main role was job-costing functions and financials. Tr. p. LL 3-13. Mr. Peel 
and Mr. Burkhart were both involved in Employer's decision to hire, fire and control the 
direction over employees. Tr. p. 52, LI. 20-25; p. 63, LI. 17. Evidence of this control 
over Predecessor was exhibited when they decided to dissolve Predecessor and hire forty 
four ( 44) of Predecessor's employees for Employer. There is no evidence that the board 
of directors or any other controlling body was involved in any decision making activities. 
The corporate records reflect Mr. Peel and Mr. Burkhart as the only persons with any 
possibility of control over both Predecessor and Employer. Exhibit Tr. p. 20, LI. 14-
20; p. LI. 4-7; p. 59, LI. 16-25; p. 60, Ll. 1-19; p. 68, LI. 7-8; p. 69, LI. 11 13; p. 73, 
LL 16-25; p. 74, LL 1-20; p. 78, LI. 13-15; p. 95, Ll. 14-25; p. 96, LL 1-6. 
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The Industrial Commission cited Appeal of Mackenzie Auto E'quip. Co., 71 Idaho 
362, 367, 232 P.2d 130, 133 (1951) that "the Supreme Cour1 has ruled that '[t]he 
continuity of merit [experience] rating does not depended on the formal corporation 
entity, but upon the substantial continuity of the type of business, personnel, management 
and experience formerly established."' The Commission found that the only significant 
change was that the manufacturing of grinders now operates under Employer's name 
while the substantive portion and function of Predecessor's business remained 
substantially the same. The continuity of Predecessor's business carried through to 
Employer. The Industrial Commission had substantial and competent evidence in the 
record to suppo1i the finding and conclusion that there was common management, 
ownership or control between Predecessor and Employer at the time of the transfer of the 
business. 
Code§ 
IL 
There is substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the 
Industrial Commission's findings and conclusion that a partial rating 
transfer does not apply pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 72~J35lA(l)(a) and 72-
1351(5)(b). 
Once it has been determined that the mandatory rate transfer is required, Idaho 
13 51 A( l )(a) provides that the rates of both employers are used to recalculate 
the successor's rate using the methods provided in Idaho Code § 72-135 l ( 5)(b) and either 
subsection (5)(c)(i) or (5)(c)(ii). Subsection (5)(b) of section 72-1351 is applicable when 
an employer acquires 
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of the business ... and such portion of the business is continued by the 
successor, so much of the separate experience rating account of the 
predecessor as is attributable to the portion of the business transferred, as 
determined on a pro rata basis in the same ratio that the wages of covered 
employees properly allocable to the transferred P.Q_rj:_j9n of the business 
bears to the payrnll of the predecessor in the last four ( 4) completed 
calendar quarters immediately preceding the date of transfer. ... " 
Idaho Code §72-135l(5)(b) (2008). Emphasis added. 
This provision tells the Department how to calculate the percentage of the 
transferred business. In this case, Employer did not acquire part of the business, but the 
entire business. The portion of the business continued by Employer is one hundred 
percent (100%). Accordingly, s experience rating attributable to the portion 
of the business transferred is 100%i of the experience rating. The pro rata basis is the 
same ratio that the wages of covered employees properly allocable to the transferred 
portion of the business bears to the payToll of the predecessor in the last four ( 4) 
completed calendar quarters immediately preceding the date of transfer is a ratio of one to 
one (1: 1 ). 
ll1e wages of the covered employees allocable to the grinder business of 
Predecessor for the four quarters prior to the transfer was $2,862,407. Exhibit 13, p. 7. 
The total payroll of Predecessor for the last four completed calendar quarters immediately 
preceding the date of transfer was $2,862,407. Exhibit 13, p. 7. This section was applied 
correctly and the Industrial Commission had substantial and competent evidence in the 
record to support the finding and conclusion that a partial rate transfer did not occur. 
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Employer contends that if a transfer occurred Employer acquired only a portion of 
the business because only some of the Predecessor's employees were hired by Employer 
and that only a small percentage of Predecessor's payroll was transferred. Appe1lant's 
Brief p. 30. Whether there is a partial transfer of a business is not based on the number of 
employees transferred but on the business enterprise transferred. Predecessor had one 
business enterprise. Predecessor was in the business of manufacturing of grinders. 
Employer continued Predecessor's business of manufacturing grinders. Employer carries 
on Predecessor's entire business function. In Super Grade, 144 Idaho at 392, 162 P.3d at 
771 (2007) this court found that the predecessor company, KET had two business 
enterprises, leasing and excavation. KEI was found to have continued with the business 
enterprise ofleasing following the acquisition of the excavation business by Super Grade, 
Inc. The wages of the employees remaining with KET represented 25.69 percent of KETs 
wage base. !d. In this case, there is no continuing business enterprise and there are no 
employees that remained connected to a business enterprise of Predecessor. 
Where subsection (5)(b) provides that the rate transfer is 100%, subsection 
( 5)( c )(i) provides that where the successor was a covered employer prior to the date of 
the acquisition the taxable wage rate, effective the first day of the calendar quarter 
immediately following the date of acquisition is to be a newly computed rate based on the 
combined experience of the predecessor and successor and the resulting rate will remain 
in effect the balance of the rate year. Idaho Code§ 72-1351(5)(c)(i). In this case the new 
combined rate of the Predecessor and Employer will take effect the first day of the third 
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calendar quarter of 2009 and will remain in effect for the balance of the rate year. Where 
the Employer was a covered employer the provisions of Idaho Code § l351(5)(c)(ii) 
are inapplicable. 
There is no evidence that Employer carried out only a portion of Predecessor's 
business. Employer continued predecessor's business in its entirety. Employer 
continued to make Predecessor's grinders, the entire business enterprise of Predecessor. 
The Industrial Commission had substantial and competent evidence in the record to 
support the finding and conclusion that a partial rate transfer did not occur. 
IJI. 
The Idaho Department of Labor is entitled to attorney fees and costs on appeal. 
Attorney fees on appeal are appropriate, pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 41 (a) 
and Idaho Code § 12-117. Employer has chosen to ignore the fact that a transfer has 
occurred even in light of admitting that a transfer occurred when it acknowledges that 
several of the transferred employees immediately began marketing efforts for the sale of 
Predecessor's grinders. Employer has also acknowledged that there is common 
ownership between Predecessor and Employer. Employer brought this appeal without a 
reasonable basis in fact or law, therefore the Department should be entitled to attorney 
fees in this matter. 
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CONCLUSION 
As there is substantial and competent evidence m the record to support the 
Industrial Commission's findings and conclusions that Employer was the successor to 
Predecessor's business and subject to a mandatory rate transfer of 100% of Predecessor's 
experience rating account. As a result of the mandatory rate transfer, Employer is liable 
for unemployment insurance contributions and penalties. The Department asks the Court 
to affirm the Commission ·s decision. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Deputy omey General 
Idaho epartment of Labor 
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CASHIER 
·sTATEoFroAHo-oEPARTMEN Appendix A 
EMPLOYER QUARTERLY 
IOAHO DEPARTMENT Of LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX REPORT 
STATE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 
[Vedy an::I,.,,.... ne::ies=y ~) 
1. Legal Entity Name and Address: 
DIAMOND Z TRAILER INC. 
STEVE PEEL 
11299 BASS LA..l'ffi 
CALDWELL; ID 83605-7958 
See iflstrudions in oniine help 
or user instructions 
317 WEST MA.IN STREET 
BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0610 
Telephone: (208) 334-6318 or (800) 448-29n 
SHOW BELOW ANY CHANGES IN NAME.~ ADDRESS 
OR OWNERSHIP TOGETHER 1NITH EFFECTIVE DA TE 
Name Changed to: 
New Maifing Address: 
Ownership Changed: Effective Date: 
Ceased Operations: Effective Date: 
IMPORTANT: MAKE NO PRIOR QUARTER ADJUSTMENTS ON THIS REPORT. 
2. DAlE QUARTERLY TAX REPORT DUE: 07/3112009 OFFJCEUSE 
3. YEAR WAGES WERE PAID: 2009 DATE 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAfD: 2nd RECBVEDOR POSTMARKED 
C'.1aru#mioo Rate ~R=ncR.att: Wcrlfcn:e ~Rate 
4. TAX.RATE: 1302 + 0.000 + 0~040 = 1342% 
5. TOTAL GROSS WAGES PAID TO ALL EMPLOYEES THIS QUARTER. ENTER 
440,401 00 "O'" IF NO EMPLOYMENT: (Should be !he same as your Wage Report total.) (Drop cents) 
5. WAGES-PA!D TO INDMDUAL WORKERS 
57J.63 00 THIS QUARTER IN EXCESS OF $ 33,200 (Drop cents) 
FOR THIS cA1.ENDAR YEAflSee fnslnrdloos) 
7. TAXABLE WAGES: (tile 5 minus Line 6) . 383,238 00 (Drop cents} 
N026 
D 
8. TAX DUE: {Multiply Line 7 bY 1342%) 5,143 05 
9.ADO eraa- fie fillges- oi 
LATE 4.0% of TAX DUE limes ll1e numbe: of months (or pcrOOrl llE!!eot) ata- DUE DA TE 0 00 PENALTY: 
or $ 20 limes the number of mon!lls (or portion~ alter DUE DATE 
10. TOTAL DUE FOR THIS QUARTER: (line 8 plus Line 9) 5,143 05 
11. PRIOR 8Al.ANCE: (Subtract Credit and I or add Balan<:e Due) 0 00 
(Attach Supporting Documents) 
12. TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: CHECK BOX IF PAYMENT WAS MADE BY E.F.D $5,143 05 
Make diecks payabfe to: IDAHO DOL _ 
13. NUMBER OF WORKERS IN THE PAY PERJOD THAT INCLUDED lSTllO:ltffif 2H:)MONJH lRDllOHJH INQUAA'!ER .. QUARTER IN~ 
THE 1ZTH OF THE MONTH. IF NO EMPLOYEES, ENTER 0. 
-DO NOT LEAVE MONTHS BLANK 56 52 0 
.:- CHECK THE FOlLOWING BOX IF YOU ~VE SUBMITTED THE WAGE REPORT (TAX026) ON TAPE OR DISKETTE' ~ I 
I CERTIFY THA.T11£ INFORJIA110M ON THIS REP.ORT IS TRt£ AHO CORl'lfCT UNOER CRlMi!'W. PENAL TY PROV!StOHS OF THE DAHO COOE SECTIO+I n-1:I71 
~g~g .~~ ~- 1[a9. lo:z. (208) 585-2929 Sig Date Phone Number 
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EXHIBIT# W 
-. Q..,,_,.....,.,._ -
,..,_ -· --
! 
DIAMOHO Z TRAILER IN 919541 PG 1 08/07/2009 
;-93'"-FOR Allf EHPt:~ 
QUARTER SSN lfAHE HAGES 
ROBERTS Gt:BI A 8,411.27 
PHILLIPS ERIC 4,723.89 
PENA JR. NARCISO 4,534.83 
IEY DAVID L 11,8C8.87 BAIRD eot:E R ll,~7.59 
2009-2 TAl.KIKGTO!<I JOSHUA R 8,063.91 
2009-2 STIRM JERE« c 3,189.81 
2009-2 MOORE SCOTT E 6,372.76 
:z- ~rA KIGIJEL ;;- 4,309.64 
2009-2 601tZM.EZ IWiUEL p 900.00 
:zoog-2 CA.lDER'()M DA1'!a B 13,063.H 
2009-2 SAUZAR SERGIO H 8,113.87 PtEIOfER J(JMH 'A 5,428.25 
HENDR.IOCS-O!I DBOO:S J 2,903.'1 
NOt..FORD KIKE L 8,069.57 
CRAHRiRD PJ.T G 19,892.% 
PEEL --sTEVE!r'" A 48,053.!8 
KAISER ·JOSEPH B 3,027.69 
HOVEY J(lHlf R 5,958.88 
HOOD Rl.lSlY E 427.50 
--JEKSEN JEMS r 6,777.09 
2009-2 FOSTER A.MTHONY H 5,372.71 
2009-2 SILVA PUGA ROLJJIOO 4,243.52 
2009-2 ENRICO HELMADES K 9,044.37 
--sats STEVE s.~ 
2009-2 8URlQ!AR.T !l()B.li 5,895.57 
2009-2 LONGSTREET DAVID 440.00 
2009-2 GALLOP KAYlElfE 6,895.00 
2009-2 LIIIDAUER BILL L 1;4%:39 
2009-2 THORllOCJ( JIMMY D 8,405.00 
2009-2 HELSl'.lfl ROCl(Y A 5,629.35 . 
-"lW:t)EMER SCOTT 8 2 ~ 
2009-2 HERR.ERA-BERJU\L .lW.N A 9,161.60 
2009-2 YJUGEZ ROBERT L 10,590.08 
2009-2 SOWJF HAROJS L 8,183.35 
PUESU .UTOO!n'' 2;-375.30 
2009-2 DI!iQWI KOflGA.11 J 9,271.45 
2009-2 KOR.ALES KAHUEL DE J 7,933.70 
2009-2 KILLIKAH GARY R 7,039.37 BARS EAU lE&IFER t 7,540.00 
LARA-S JOSE L 7,223.51 
CARRfOH-1.COST J. JUAK 7,392.98 
HATIHBIS STEVEll H 8,297.89 
~ ::JOSEPH p a,991.21 
TOCK.ER JR CARl. c 5,462.63 
CtlKSTOCK CARY E 5,394.!5 
HARTINEZ ROBERTO 5,715.13 
~--- IRJ\VIS K 1, 111.86 
2009-2 LIEBSOIMGER DEHlUS L 6,302.!5 
2009-2 REYES-SA.llTAJIA SILVIllO 6,065.25 
~2 REYES GA.BRIEL 6~.00 2009-2- ~- SERGIO- G 7, • 
HGP200 HAGES FOR ~ DI.AKORD Z TRAILER Ilf 919541 PG 2 08/0712009 l R~~ -o"tER II THIS ll.i\6CmMT);...._ _____________ _ 
QUARTER SSH NAME HAGES 
EXHIBIT #..-.'1__,...~---==-
-·if-----------
Page o-<, of _:j_ Pages 
I 
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STATE OF IDAHO - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPJ_O~R QUARTERLY 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX REPORT 
STATE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
FEDERALIDENTIACATIONNUMBER: 
(\filr!f'f ird -""""""""Ya::modlorls) 
DIAMOND ZTRAILER INC. 
STEVE PEEL 
11299 BASS DANE 
CALDWELL;ID 83605-7958 
CASHIER 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF lA80R 
317 WEST MAIN STREET 
- BOISE, IOAHO 83735-0610 
Teiepl!one: (208} 334-6318 or (800) 448'2977 
9'0N eaow M4'f CHAHGESlN NAME. MAll.lfG ADDRESS 
OR OWNmsHIPTOGEnER Wini EFFECi1ll'E DATE --
Namo Changed !O: 
New Mdng Address: 
Ownel$IJip Changed: Bfedive Daf2: 
Ceased Operations: Brective DafB: -
- -
IMPORTANT: MAKE NO PRIOR QUARTER-ADJUSTMENTS ON THIS REPORT. 
2.. DA lE OllARTER1. Y TA?C REPORT DUE: 10131/l009 
I 
! 
3. YEAR WAGES WERE PAlO: --
CAl..ENDAA QUARTER WAGES WERE PAfO: 
~Rall: ~~Ra 
2009 
3rd 
W..xfat&~Rar.: 
DATE 
~OR 
t
- r 
4. TAX.RATE: 1..3-02 + 0.000 + 0.040 = 1.342% 
5. TOTAL GROSS WAGES PAID TO All. EMPLOYEES lHlS 0tJARTER ENTER 
_o 00 "O" !F NO B1PLQ~: (Should be tfle same as your Wage Repoft lolai) (Drop cer.t:s) 
6. WAGES PAID TO INOOllDuAL WORKERS 0 00 11i1S QUARTER IN E>¢ess OF s 33,200 ~OSlb) 
FOR TiilS CALENDAR YEAf\See ~ 
". 
7. TAXASlE WAGES: (line 5 minus Line 6) ~~ 0 00 
D_ 
a TAX.DUE: ~Urie7by 1..342 % ) 0 00 
9.ADO EdB-lle~ct 
I.ATE 4.0% t:!TAX DUE !Imes Ille nmrtier d IIla'!ftls (a Pafion !lereol) aller DUE DATE - 0 00 PENN..1Y: 
er S 26 limes lhe IUlltles-ct mcdhs (cr porli:ln lheredJ &@er CUE DA1C 
10.. TOTAL DUE FOR Tff!S"OUARTER: {line 8 pm Une 9) 0 00 
11. ffiloR BALANCE: ~~and I or add Balance Due)- 0 00 (Madi Suppafing Doctinenl:s) . 
12. ~~~DUE: - - CHECKBOXIFPA~WASMADEBYEF.D so 00 
Yake_ medt:s payab4e to; IDAHO OOL _ 
13. HUMBER Of WORKERS IN THE PAY PEfOO() THAT 1NCUJOED ISTIAON'IH -200- :!!OD~ •awnat llli:aJORlSt INcawrTElt 
THE 1~ OF THE~ IF NO EMPt0YEES. ENTER 9-
00 NOT LEAVE.~ 81.ANK G G 0 
-CHECK THE FOU.OWING BOX if: YOU HAVE SUBWrTED M WAGE REPORT (TAX026) ON T~:OR-~ 
- - - - . 
. . 
I ~nvuiHE~ Qt lH!S RS'OOT ISlRIJEAND CORRECT~ CRllWIM. l'SIAllYFRO\llSalS CEll!E DAHO cooe SECnC»I ~1311 
~~J:tu q>G.&~).~ fc };;i~ \(>\q (208) 585-2929 
. - . 'P ~ ...,-..,.." Phone_ Number 
26 ::XHIBIT# 0 ,_;;::-..---
,.,,..... 
?age .J of Pages 
~020 
. ....,, 
STATE OF IDAHO u 6EPARTMENT OF LABOR 
~MPLOYER QUARTERL V 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX REPORT 
STATE ACCOUNT NUMBER! 
FEDERAL IOENTIFlCATJON NUMBER: 
!Verify •nd m..u n&c9'$&ary cC<T~l0<1t.) 
1. LEGAL ENTI7Y NAME AND ADDRESS: 
r 
L 
DIAMOND Z TRAILER INC 
11299 BASS LN 
CALDWELL ID 83605-7958 
CASHIER 
JOAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 W MAIN STREET 
BOISE IOAHO 8373!.-o-etO 
T~I~ (21:1.S: -"2-rne or '8001 «a·2i77 
SHOW BELOW ANY CHANGCS IN NAME, 111 ... lllOO 
AOO"iESS Of! OWNERSJ.llP TOGDHER WITH 
Eff£CTIV1! CA TE. 
NAME CHANGED TO: 
EFFECTIVE OATC 
IMPORTANT: Employers who foh to file or file false repol"tS may be fin ---tip_J.g_ S2Ji0.,w··-· 
or io0% of the amount due, whichever Is eater (Idaho Code Section 72-1372.(1). 
2. DATE QUARTERLY TAX REPORT IS DUE: Q 1 /31/201 Q 
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+~~~~~~~~~~--1 ~ 
3.. YEAR WAGES W'ERE PAIO: 2009 0 
CALENDAR OUAATER WAGES 1NERE PAJO: 4TH fu 
a:: 
COKT1\IWTJOH MT!: AD!O"'l!TAA1M ~1! RAT!i • ~O!lC£ IX'ia~l!T RATE 
4. TAX RATE: L 302 + 0. 000 + 0. 040 "' 1 , 342 % "' ~I---=-~_,,.~...,,....,...,-,.~~-=-~~--~~~~--_,.,.~--'.,.-.,.~~~~-+-~~~~~_,., ......... ...,...,..,~~ 
a s. !~J~ ~~~'"6~-/'A:~~~/~ ~~! = a~r~LI IDro eentsl 0 jfjf@.tt~ ~ ! 7• ::::":':~~c::s::::~~ 33. 200 :: :: g :;;:r !li!U 
~ 8. TAX DUE; CMultlpty Line 7 by, 1, 342 %} 0 ~ 
5r-~~~~TC!'Nn1'S'"'"!'~H~M-:l~~HC"'l'rl!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-t-~~~~~~--';,__~~-t ~ 
Q. 9. AOOLATE 4 ~ Cl' TAX 0U£ TIMU Tlif ~ Of llOlm!S Pl PORTION THEl'EQf1 AFTER ~ D.1.n: ~ ·OR- Q FF, 
r- PENALTY: 1 20. 0 r..a 7HE ~R OF~ !OR PORTlOll THEP%0f1 AFm. CUi OA~ i::::: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~+--~+-+---i~ 
~ 1 O. >OT AL DUE FOR THIS QUARTER !LINE 8 Pi:.US LINE 9) :::> 
:l1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1--~~_,,;._:_~~-+~~~-1 d 
1- 1 l. FRIOR BALANCE: SUBTRACT CHEOIT AND/OR ADO BALANCE DUE cc 
0 (ATTACH SL!??ORTING DOCUMCNTSJ O 
:i'! a: O 12. TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: (Check box lf p~ was made by E.F.TJ c.. 
0 W.2ke checks pay.bl9' to: IOAHO OEPAITTMENT Of LABOR 
........ ~~~~~~..:.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r-~-+-=~,,.,,,,..,-.--:=-=c=--f-,:-=-~=-f 0 
13. NUMBffi OF WORKERS IN THE PAY PERIOD THAT INCLUD8> 
THE 12TH OF THE MONTH. IF NO e.PLOYEES. ENTER ZERO. 
DO NOT LEAVE MONTHS BLANK. 0 
z 
w 0 ~ 
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...,..c.~~~~~~-'-~~--'-~~~'--~~~ ~ 
D n• CHEQ: THE FOLlOWIHG BOX IF YOU HAV£ SU!lMITT£0 THE WAGE" ORT OH TAP£ OR DISKETTE RATHER THAH ON THE lt£VERS£ SI~ <.<ORM T AXOW. 
')SJ/IJ 
Phone Number 
• * .. 
: ~ ,.Sl!PPORT YOUR IDAHO NATIONAL GUARD AN.D RESERVES 
" *.. EXHIBIT #.....;b.........,.~-~ 
,., ___ Jf ot.!4--Pagoo 
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I 
sTATEoF10AHo-oEPARTMEN"" Appendix B 
EMPLOYER QUARTERLY 
CASHIER 
!DA.HO DEPARTMENT Of LJ\BOR 
317 WEST MAIN STREET 
BOfSE, IDAHO 83735-0010 
Telephone: (208) 334-S318 or (800) 448-2977 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX REPORT 
STATE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
FEDERAL fDENTJFICA TION NUMBER: 
(Ve:t'fy and"""""~ o::m!d>oos) 
1. Leg.al Entity Name and Address: 
RULE STEEL TANKS INC 
STEVE PEEL 
21986 MIDDLETON RD 
CALDWELL, ID 83605-7914 
SHOW BELOW AHY CHANGES IN NAME. MAIUNG ADORES$ 
OR OWNERSHIP TOGETHER WITH EFFECTIVE PATE 
Name Changed to: 
New Mailing Address: 
'···· 
Ownership Changed: Effective Date: 
Ceased Operations: E!'fedive Date: 
IMPORTANT: MAKE NO PRIOR QUARTER ADJUSTMENTS ON THIS REPORT. 
2- DATE QUARTER!. Y TAX REPORT DUE: 10/3112009 OFFICE USE 
3. YEAR WAGES WERE PA.ID; 2009 DATE 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PA.ID: 3rd RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED 
~Rare ~R=Rl!lc Wcd:il:irce ~Rate 
4. TAXRA.TE: 1.157 + 0.000 + 0.036 = 1.193 % 
5. TOTAL GROSS WAGES PA.ID TO AtL EMPLOYEES 1HIS QUARTER. ENTER 
949,304 00 "O" IF NO EMPLOYMENT: (Shook:! be the same as yooc Wage Report total) (DfOP cents) 
6. WAGES PAID TO INDMDUAL WORKERS 192,924 N026 THIS QUAR1ER IN EXCESS OF $ 33~00 (DfOP C!lnts} 00 
FOR THIS CALENDAR Y~ lrls!rudicn$) 
t I 
1. TAXABLE WAGES: (Line 5 minus Line 6) 756,380 00 (DfOP cents) 
8. TAX DUE: (Mulliply Llne 7 by 1.193 % ) 9,023. 61 
9.ADO Enter 1lte Iaeger ot: 
LATE 4.0 •/o of TAX DUE Ir.Jes the ll1!ffibe<' of roordtts (or pol1iOO lhered} aflet DUE DA TE 0 00 PENALTY: 
or $ 20 times 1he l11lffibel" of l'TIOl'r1hs (or pol1iOO lt1ereot) atter DUE DA TE 
10. TOTAL DUE FOR THIS QUARTER: (Line 8 plus Lile 9) 9,023 61 
11. PRIOR BALANCE: (SUbtrad Credi and I oc add 8alallce Due) 0 00 
(Attach Supporting Doctlments) 
12. TOT AL AM'.:)(..Rff DUE: CHECK BOX IF PAYMENT WAS MADE BY 
-D $9,023 61 Make chedts payable to: IDAHO OOl 
13. NUMBER OF WORKERS INTHE PAY PERIOD THAT INCLUDED 1STMOHrn 2'I[) "'°""' :JRPMOtml INCl'Jl\RTER INQUAR!ER lllatW!TER 
THE 1ZTH OF THE MONTH. IF NO EMPLOYEES, ENTERO. 
DO NOT LEAVE MONTHS BLANK. .. .. .. 
l'l-0 l? 1 •?..ct. 
-- CHECK THE FOLLOWING BOX lF YOU HAVE SUBMITTED THE WAGE REPORT (TAX026} ON TAPE OR DISKETTED 
I CERWYTHATn£ INFOOYATICtl ON THIS RfPCRT IS TRUE NiD COflRECTUNDER CRlMINAl PalAl.TY ~OF TiiE IOAHO COOE SCCTION n-1371 
~i\ \(JM~ < ~,,,. ~ ........ O{l lr'.\~,.,\riq (208) 585-2929 
si;Jnat&re 
' 
\ Date Phone Number 
JI 
J 
. 
28 
p.~f~ I 1'\f e,i,.,,,f>.,,..~ r£. l. 
! 
i 
• 
I 
' I
[ 
~ 
200'7-3 
2009-3 
~ 200')-3 ~""T' ~3 2009-3 
2009-3 
""'. 
3 
2<lQ9-3 
2009--3 
2~3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009""'3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2'009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
<2009-"3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2.009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
~-
2009-3 
2009-3 
2009-3 
Alrt. 
B 
H 
...r~:rY---~--iiliiii~--~-F:.__ _ _::.:.i.;:;o;.:;,n.--------------------~-­
ELO't' 
I 
G 
M -----'---r'~ii-',,ri---------·-·-------------l 
-i>'M:V-------EllOC -------.:;H>;;a.=".tt.------- ----
29 
D 
T 
L 
L 
.J 
J 
A 
l 
H 
D 
T 
L 
L 
D 
A 
H 
D 
l 
s 
.J 
R 
N 
L 
L 
T 
N 
, . 
10, l."'4 
7,524.41 
9,89.i.53 
3,19'9.08 
.10,m.90 
102.00 
s,1n.u 6,631. 
5,901.% 
~·t~:~ 
5:706:1!1 
834.71J 
5~.!0 
• .89 
5,!37.32 
8,o.\4.61 
5,4'1.!>0 
5,978.47 
5,248.15 
Z·fti:~ 
·-----
HGP200 JtA.GES FOR . . .. . . ~ RiJL.E ST EEL T >JllCS I llC 9342:2:1 PG 3 11 /06 /2009 ----cTt!EREARE"~V'fE!r'.!'T,'99r;.,-g---'f~1JCT OIPUJt al Ill THI!>liJIGcRtlll'i-'-----
~ SSN IWiES 
------------·-----------------·----·· 
30 
~t.i:R 
•• STA1'E.OF·IDAHO· DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
El'l!Pt:OYER QUARTERLY 
ll.1N-tCJ Dfi:t»~(l4f;HT O~ tll-"tQR 
~17ViCSJ '.IJIJI( ~f'ET 
!lNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX REPORT 
eo:se, ~ ts73S«IO 
"c~.-..:: ao:si 354-8318 Col' ~&::O)~ 
STATE ACCOUNT NUMBEit oo _____ .... ------------ ·----, S$!0if.ll'l_P..O\V NNC~Qt tWJC. ~W N:'.:/.OUIU:" 
CA n•t~~\v:n?~[\6.TE 
':EDERAL IDE.NTtFICAT.ON NU~A3E:R: :~..:C~m: -··-----. 
......, ... , ................. ,...~t':l<..C:...1") 
RULi!: Sl't:.li.L'fA.NKS INC 
SI'EVI> PEEL 
1 lt99 BASS Ul'F. 
CALDWfil.L, 11> 83605-7914 
I . 
hli:w~·~ 
! 1299 BASS l.A.lff 
CAIJ)'iliEU., ID 83605-1S>t• 
IHPORTA.'rr: MAKE NO PRJOR QUARTER AOJUSTMftaS ON nus REPORT. 
2. OA 11i QUARTt:RL Y TAX RCPORT DUE: Ol/3lf.!Ol0 
1-- ... . ·- - - ·-· --- .. -···· --- - .. ------1--------, 
3. 'l'CAR\'IAGES VIC'lE PJJ!J. 2009 
4(1> 
---··- --··-- .. c . pc;. lto& 
1.157 • 0.000 • D.UJ6 c j,.t9'3 % 
1,2?8,414 00 s. ;OTALGROSSY.'AGESPADTOALL~O\'.'fESTl'JSCUAm'Et. anm "f/'1Ft~S.U'1.0~Nr: {~'4bQ:tM:i.owno~YQW\'/J!SO~ll:.tii4) ~<*ltQ 
384,325 00 
6. 'll'~f'l<IOTOl.HDMOUl\J. ~~ 
1ltlS QUo'JO. TER U4 EXCESS OF s 33,200 
f'ORllilSCAl.B~ 'reAft.>.«:c "4J.\detts) f--"'========='-----------+------1· .. ·--
914,089 00 
!.193%> 10,9(15 08 !------------------·-------+-------<--UM' t"o tJo?:I ~ 
4.0 •/• CfTAA~ l«.;:s.0.~<111~4 f~wG>i·N.:~.,..,.'XF.°'re. 
« S Z0 ~ ~., ... ~ct 1111:11''$") (cir p:irg. t:ll"~ tA:iOt OOE tf,,l G. (I 00 
- ---··-··-----------------------'-----_,1---i 
1------------- . .. ·····-. 
t1.~1UJ.N(CS: ~c:~~.i1'.dto<"""3~0ue:} 
~&.~~~) 
12. -rarN. N/,()l.kCT DU~ CtiCCK. 80): If rAYMENTWJ.S)t.\.v,'E SY E.f • ..,----, ~ ct~99')~W. IDAHO OOL __J 
13., l'i\l~a\()F\•.~1!.tTIIEPAYPCR>OOTKATIMCLUDCD 
TH: 12TH Of Tl-J: MOHTH. If- tlO Ehl"U)'(Cfij. Ull'Bt 0. 
OOIK>"C l..EJl..VI: MOt(ffiS BlA"'1l( 
10,905 oa 
0 00 
SW,90S 03 
130 us 12? 
--------- --···-··-- ·- - . ·-··-· ... ·---'---'---'---
D 
..... CHECK~ FOl!.D ... 11/lolG BOX I~ YOU tv.\'E SUBlr.nTED'THf 'A'Al:.4!. REPORT (TAX~) (':t' JAPE OR DIS~f f ~~ ;;r~O'¥'(j!! \r1) 
' ' :BO.B 20MI ~ 
31 
- STATE OF IBAHO - DEPARTMENT .OF LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
WAGE REPORT 
~TA TE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 000 
CAR WAGES WERE PAID: 2009 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAID: 4th 
Legal Entity Name and Address: 
RULE STEEL TANKS INC 
STEVE PEEL 
1U99BASSLANE 
CALDWELL,ID 83605-7914 
CASHIER 
lDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 WEST MAIN STREET 
BOtSE,IDAHO ~10 
Telephone: (208) 334-6318 or (800) 448-29n 
IMPORTANT: 
Make NO prior quarter adjustments 
on this report. 
Adjustments to wages reported in 
previous quarters must be 
submitted SEPARATELY. 
DO NOT include negative wages on 
this report. 
D CHECK HERE IF YOU WlSH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMA T10N ON REPORTING WAGES VlA 
PERSONAL COMPUTER DtSKETIES. 
-D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
14.EMP\.OYEE'S SOCIAL SECURfl'Y NIJMlER 15.EMPLOYEE'S LAST NAME. FIRST NAME AfID INITIAL 16. TOTAl. IDAHO WAGES PAID THIS OUARTER 
-
'~ ,_ ~-, ... -~ .. _ 
ACOSTA V., JORGE JAVIER 4,367 I . 27 I 
- AGUILAR, IV AN HERNANDEZ 1,581 ' 83 
' 
- ALBRIGHT JR,AUSTINL 13,058 ' 73 
' 
- ALLEN,RONJ 20,624 ' 64 ' 
,__ 
' ALMAZAN-SOSA, ARTURO 7,078 ' 68 
' 
-
' ALVAREZ, ROBERT C 0 ' I 00 
-
' ALVAREZ, ULYSSES 0 ' 00 
' 
ANDREWS, DAVID G 3,233 I 26 I 
ARAGON, FRANCISCO 0 ' 00 I 
- AREV AW, ELIEZER 8,143 '· 03 I 
- AREY ALO, SERV ANDO B 4,611 ' 60 I 
-
AVILA,ENOC 9,523 ' 29 
' ,... 
I AY~MANUELM 8,791 I 50 
f-
' BALKOVIC, MATfHl!.W J 0 ' 00 
' 1-- I 
BALL, KORINAD 238 ' 50 I 
... 
BARBEAU, JENNIFERL 0 I 00 
' ... 
BARCLAY, DANIEL W 7,845 I 79 i 
;... 
BERBER, DIONISIO 6,154 ' 04 
... 
BOWERS, BLAKE E 10,067 r 75 I 
.... 
BOWERS, NICKB 15,387 I 54 I 
BROWN, .JOHN A 1,231 i 92 I 
... 
BURKHART, GREG T 31,208 
I 
I 
' 
07 
... 
I 
BURKHART, NOELLA 7,614 I 93 
' 
BYERLY, HANNAH 0 ' 00 I 
' . 
I I 
' 
' ' 
I 
' ' 17. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS PAGE I I ' I $160,762 I 37 I I 
' 
32 EXHIBIT#1 r:: -rt.?.-·.---
Paae_.'? f'\t \ / 
• sttAl6 OF mAHO - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
W~GEREPORT 
~TATE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 00( 
:AR WAGES WERE PAID: 2009 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAID: 4th 
Legat Entity HamG- and Address: 
RULE STEEL TANKS INC 
STEVE PEEL 
11299 BASS LANE 
CALDWELL, ID 83605-7914 
CA.SHIER 
IOAHO DEPAITTMENT OF lASOR 
317 WEST MA.IN STREET 
BOISE, ID>J-fO 83735-0010 
Te!ephooe: (208) 334-6318 or (600) 448-2977 
IMPORTANT: 
Make NO prior quarter adjustments 
on this report. 
Adjustments to wages reported in 
previous quarters must be 
submitted SEPARATELY. 
DO NOT include negative wages on 
this report. 
D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES VIA 
PERSONAL COMPUTER DISKETTES. D CHECK HERE IF YOU WlSH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
14.EMPt.OYEE'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 15.EMPt.OYEE'S I.AST NAME, FIRST NAAE AND INITIAL 18. TOTAJ.. IDAHO WAGES PAJO THIS QUARTER 
BYERLY, KYLE W 3,310 I 04 
' 
- BYERLY, WILLIAM 0 18,097 I 03 I 
- CALDERON, DANIEL B 13,118 ' 51 
' 
- CALDERON, EDMUNDO 0 ' 00 
' 
-
CALVILLO, JOSE A 4,727 I 95 I 
' 
- I CARLSON, KIRKH 1,617 I 13 I 
- I CARREON-ACOSTA, JUAN 11,708 I 15 I 
; 
CERVANTEZ PEREZ, JUAN J ~475 I 62 
' 
COLUNGA, NOE D 1,116 I 00 I 
- COMAS, ALBERT 0 I 00 
' 
-
COMSTOCK, CARY E 5,515 I 95 
' 
-
CRAWFORD, PATRICK G 25,317 ' 81 . 
-
' CRAWFORD, THOMASR 4,828 I 00 
-
CRUZ, DAVID 5,433 
I 
I 
' 
79 
- I 
D-DIAZ, RENE · 7,065 I 00 
• 
-
DANIEL, AARON E 18,168 I 84 
' 
-
DA VIS, CHUCKL 0 . 00 
' 
-
DA VIS, KRIS A 12,151 I 70 I 
-
DEHORITY, AA.RON W 11,421 . 88 I 
.... 
DIAZ HECTOR H 7,616 ' 39 I 
- I DINGMAN, MORGAN J 1,980 I 20 
-
DONATO ESPARZA, HURIEL 0 
. 
! 
' 
00 
,... 
. 
DOROSHENKO, ALEKSANDR P 8,825 ' 95 I 
.... 
' DOROSBENKO, YURlY P 6,923 ' 38 i " . 
' 
I 
' ' 
I I 
' 
' ' 
I 
I I 17. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS PAGE I 
' 
. $177,419 I 32 I 
' 
I 
' 
STATE·OF IDAHO - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
WAGE REPORT 
~TATE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 000 
.=:AR WAGES WERE PAID: 2009 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAID: 4th 
Legal Enffty Name and Address; 
RULE Sl'EEL TANKS INC 
STEVE PEEL 
11299 BASS LANE 
CALDWELL, ID 83605-7914 
CASHIER 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 WEST MAIN STREET 
BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0010 
Telephofle: {2l)8} 334-0318 or (800) 44S--2977 
IMPORTANT: 
Make NO prior quarter adjustments 
on this report. 
Adjustments to wages reported in 
previous quarters must be 
submitted SEPARATELY. 
DO NOT include negative wages on 
this report. 
D CHECK HERE IFYOU WlSH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES VIA 
PERSONAL COMPUTER rnsKETIES. D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
14.BIPl..OYEE'S SOCW.. SECURITY NtMBER 15..EMPLOYEE'S lAST NAME, FIRST NAME AHO INl1lAl. Hi.TOTAL IOAHO WAGES PAlO THlS QUARTER 
. ~ .,., .... ~ 
. 
DOUMERC, ELEAZAR L 0 . 00 
' 
- DOUMERC, LUIS A 6,356 • 38 . 
- DOUMERC-LOPEZ, VICTOR M 8,954 . 38 I 
-
DRAKE, JASON A 0 I 00 • 
-
DUARTE, GABRIEL 0 . 00 
' 
- DURAN, JUAN B 7,195 ' 
' I 
40 
-
' ECKERLE, ROBERTS 8,980 I 66 
' 
EELLS, ERIC D 11,855 . 53 I 
' ENRICO, MELQUIADES M 12,715 40 ~ ' EVERETT, H.L. GARRETT 5,355 I 00 ' FARRELL, JUSTIN L 11,271 \ 75 ' FERNANDEZ, FELIPE A 0 I 00 I 
.... 
' FORGETT, TIMOTHY S 0 ' 00 
... 
I 
FRAZIER, ROY A 6,144 I 24 
I 
.... I 
FUNK, DAVIDE 10,812 I 08 
' ... I 
GAGE, WILLlEW 4,600 ' 86 . 
.... 
GALLEGOS, SERGIO GOl\.tEZ 11,022 t 94 I 
.... 
GALLOP, KAYLENE L 9,378 . 67 I 
... 
GARCIA, ARMANDO T 14,176 I 46 I 
,.. 
GARCIA, ELOY 8,527 I 13 I 
.... 
I GARCIA, MIGUEL A 4,687 1 05 
. 
.. 
' GONZALEZ, MARCO A 7,321 ' 51 
' ~ 
' GONZALEZ-SUAREZ, JAIME 1,373 I 45 
' 
- GONZALEZ-SUAREZ, MARTIN 2,037 ' 34 
' 
' ' ~ .... ~ ~ ... ~~- .. -~---~----
I I 
' . I 
. 
' 17. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS PAGE $152,766 I 23 . ' I I r 
' 
I 
34 ,fT ti: 7 
-
-1 14 
··~·- .. . 
... 
'c;:u"" I n !./ 
"""""" 
CASHIER 
- STATE· OF IBAHO - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 WEST MAIN SlREET 
BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0610 
Telephone: (200) 334-831Bor(800)448-2977 WAGE REPORT 
000 IMPORTANT: STATE ACCOUf-t'T NUMBER: Make NO prior quarter adjustments 
.=AR WAGES WERE PAID: 2009 on this report. 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAID: 4th Adjustments to wages reported Jn 
previous quarters must be 
Legal Entity Name and Address: submitted SEPARATELY. 
RULE STEEL TANKS INC 
DO NOT include negative wages on 
this report. 
STEVE PEEL 
1U99 BASS LANE D CHECK HERE IF YOUWlSH TO RECEIVE INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES VIA 
CALDWELL, ID 83605-7914 PERSONAL COMPUTI:R DISKETTES. D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
14..EMPlOYEE'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBtR 15.EMPLOYEE'S LAST NAME. FIRST NAME ANO IHITIAl. 16. TOTAL IDAHO WAGES PAID IB1S QUARTER 
. 
"~ GREEN, ANGELA K 5,142 ' 04 
' 
-
GUZMAN CERVANTES, J. JESUS 5,160 I 07 
' 
-
HALE, DUSTY L 2,255 ' 02 
' 
-
HALFORD, JAMES L 0 . 00 
' 
-
' HARTMAN, JARROT S 0 
' 
00 
' 
- I 
HERNANDEZ, CIRO T 7,046 . 36 
' 
- ' HERNANDEZ, GERARDO 4,458 ' 91 I 
-
' HERRERA-BERNAL, JUAN A 12,278 I 90 
' . 
HllJ:.,JOHNR 10,185 I 99 ~ I HOVEY, JOHN R 1,375 ' 25 I HURLEY, JOE E 4,122 I 92 ' JENSEN, JE..~S T 8,371 ' 08 . 
' JONES, 1\-fiCHAEL R 12,972 
' 
29 
' 
- KEITH, TIMOTHY J 25,973 ' . 
' 
50 
-
• KINCH, SCOTIA 4,853 ' 00 I 
-
' LACHAUSSIE JR., JAMES J 0 t 00 . 
- LARA-S, JOSE L 8,229 . 41 
' 
-
LAZARO, JAVIER 0 9,970 ' 90 . 
- LINDAUER, BILL L 9,540 ' 86 
' 
-
LOPEZSANTIAGO,TEODULO 8,111 I 91 ' 
-
' LUGO,IVANM 2$17 
' 
25 
I 
- I 
LUGO,RAULD 8,087 ' 77 
I 
- I 
LUNA SANCHEZ, ALBERTO 7,881 ' 52 I 
-
MADDOX," JOSEPH P 13,813 I 37 
' 
-
I 
-
' ' 
I 
I I 
' 
' 
I 
17. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS PAGE $172,708 I I ' I 32 I 
' 
I 
' 
35 EXHIBIT#l 
-----(/ !r 
. STATE-OF llJAHO- DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
WAGE REPORT 
000 --- ---c::TA TE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
~WAGES WERE PAID: 2009 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAID: 4th 
Legal Entity Name and Address: 
RULE STEEL TANKS INC 
STEVE PEEL 
11299 BASS LANE 
CALD~ID 83605-7914 
CASHIER 
!DAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 WEST MAIN STREET 
BOISE, lDAHO 83735-0610 
Telephone: (208) 334-5318 or (800) 448-2977 
IMPORTANT: 
Make NO prior quarter adjustments 
on this report. 
Adjustments to wages reported in 
previous quarters must be 
submitted SEPARATELY. 
DO NOT include negative wages on 
this report. 
D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES VIA 
PERSONAL COMPUTER DISKETTES. D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECBVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES ON 
MAGNErlC TAPE 
14..EMPt.OYEE'S SOCIAL SECURITY ~iBER 15.EMPlOYEES LAST NAME. FIRST NAME AHO INllW. 16.. TOTAL IDAHO WAGES PAID THIS QUARTER 
MADRID, HERACLIO 6,540 ' 21 
' .. 
MARTIN, DAVID W 0 I 00 
' 
-
MARTINEZ, FRANSISCO V 5,331 . 81 I 
MARTINEz, JOEL 0 ' 00 
' 
- I MARTINEZ, ROBERTO 8,022 I 39 
f 
-
MATA-HERNANDEZ, JAVIER 8,777 ' . 
' 
43 
-
' MATI HI<. WS, STEVEN W 9,524 ' 5() 
' 
' MENDO~ ANDRES 8,171 ' 25 /, 
MENDO~JUAND 3,682 ' 94 
' 
-
MILBURN, JOSH R 0 ' 00 I 
-
MILBURN, RANDY D 0 ' 00 
' 
-
MILBURN, TYLER J 0 ' 00 
' 
-
' MILLIMAN, GARY R 10,451 
' 
34 
-
' MONTANYE, DAVIDE 10,942 ' 20 
' -
' MOORE, SCOTT 8,250 ' 21 
' 
- ' 1\-IORALES, MANUEL DE J 12,168 I 65 
' 
-
MORENO, EDUARDO 6,905 ' 25 
' 
-
MORENO, NICK D 3,655 ' 08 
' 
-
MUJAK, SEMIR 8,985 ' 50 
' 
-
NELSON, ROCKY A 7,801 I 39 
' 
- I 
NEY,DAVIDL 14,938 
' 
90 
-
. 
NUNEZ LUGO, GABRIEL 0 ' 00 ' 
' 
,,_. 
' OLIVEROS, ALFREDO 8,547 ' 95 I 
- ' ONTIVEROS, ASCENSION 1,251 ' 25 I 
- I I 
' 
' 
I 
' 
' 
r 
' 
' 17. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS PAGE ' ' . $143,948 ' 25 I 
' ' ' 
36 EXHIBIT #-1~--&1 I~ 
CASHIER 
- STATE·OF IOAHO- DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
IOAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 WEST MAIN STREET 
BOISE. IOAHO 83735-0610 
TeJephone: (208) 334-6318 or (800) 448--2977 
I 
WAGE REPORT 
OG IMPORTANT: -TATE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
- - - - - Make NO prior quarter adjustments 
..::AR WAGES WERE PAID: 2009 on this report. 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PA.ID: 4th Adjustments to wages reported in 
previous quarters must be 
Legal Entify Name and Address: submitted SEPARATELY. 
RULE STEEL TANKS INC 
DO NOT include negative wages on 
this report._ 
··· STEVEPEEL 
11299 BASS LANE D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES VIA 
CALDWELL,ID 83605-7914 PERSONAL COMPUTER DISKETTES. D CHECK HERE IFYOU WISH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
_!_'!::~~-50CW:~NUMB~~~~NAMEANDIN!TW. 16.TOTAL !OAHO WAGES PAID lttlS QUARTER 
... ... . . ~ -~ 
' 
I 
,, I 
' 
I 
' 
I 
' 
I 
OTIOLINO, STEVEN L 
OXLEY, LARRY M 
PALMER, DAVID J 
PARAMO, ERNESTO 
PARDO JR, ROGELIO 
PEEL, STEVEN A 
PERD~ROBERT 
PEREZ, JOSE 
PEREZ, JUAN A 
PEREZ ANDRADE, RAFAEL 
PEREZ ANDRADE, RODOLFO 
PEREZ HERRERA, TOMAS 
PLETCHER, JOHN A 
POLLARD, LESLIE G 
PONCE, RODOLFO 
POTfER, WAYNE M 
PUEBLA, ANTHONY 
QUARTERMASS,JAMIE R 
RAMIREZ, ANTONIO 
RAMIREZ, ANTONIO J 
REYES, GABRIEL 
REYES-SANTAN~ SILVINO 
RINEBARGER, HAROLD E 
17. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS PAGE 
37 EXHIBIT#-~~-~ Paa~. (Ont\:? P~r•oC! 
3,112 I 11 I 
11,804 ' 51 I 
5,650 • 00 I 
6,870 I 21 
' 
8,028 I 55 I 
0 ' 00 ' I 
I 
60,287 ' 57 I 
2,959 I 25 I 
6,173 I 70 I 
3,629 I 29 I 
0 I 00 I 
7,032 ' 50 ! 
7,217 I 50 I 
. 
6,661 I 62 ' I 
I 
16,786 I 37 I 
6,000 I 10 
' 
6,074 I 78 I 
5,436 I 02 I 
0 I 00 I 
4,356 ' 00 
' 
0 ' 00 I 
' 
9,622 ' 30 I 
I 
I 
7,538 I 68 
' 
7,859 I 90 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I $193,100 I 96 I 
CASHIER 
- STATEOF IDAHO - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
WAGE REPORT 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 WEST w.IN STREET 
BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0010 
Telephone: (208) 334-6318 °' (800) 448-2977 
I 
ooo ___ IMPORTANT: ~TA TE ACCOUNT NUMBER: Make NO prior quarter adjustments 
..:AR WAGES WERE PAID: 2009 on this re port. 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAID: 4th Adjustments to wages reported in 
previous quarters must be 
Legal Entity Name and Address: submitted SEPARATELY. 
RULE STEEL TANKS INC 
DO NOT include negative wages on 
this report. 
STEVE PEEL 
1U99 BASS LANE D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES VIA 
CALDWELL, ID 83005-7914 PERSONAL COMPUTER DtSKETTES. 
14.BIPLOYEE'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
- ---
-~1, ... ~ - - -
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
' 
I 
I I 
D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
15.EMPt..OYEE"S LAST NAME. FIRST NAME AND INITIAL 16.TOTAL IDAHO WAGES PAJO THIS QUARTER 
RIVERA, FRANCISCO 
RIVERA, NOE D 
RIVERA-IBARRA, IV AN I 
RWERS,JONM 
ROBERTS, GLEN A 
RODRIGUEZ, SALVADORD 
RUIZ, ALBERTO 
RUIZ CONTRERAS, SALVADOR 
SAGAN, EMANUEL 0 
SALAS, JUAN 
SALAZAR, SERGIO M 
SCOTT,JAYW 
SEVY, MITCH EI.I, R 
SHTF.I,ns, RANDY M 
SHIPPY, ANTHONY G 
SILVA PUGA, ROLANDO 
SONIUS, ALLAN 
STEVENSON, BROOKE T 
STIRM, JEREMY c 
STI'ITSWORTH, DOUGLAS R 
TALKINGTON, .JOSHUA R 
THORNOCK, JIMMY D 
TRETYAKOV, VITALIY 
TUCKER, TIMOTHY L 
17. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS PAGE 
38 EXHIBIT #_.J,...._ __ P~no \ \ ~~ I CJ .-- -
8,638 ' 24 I 
6,998 ' 79 I 
4,809 ' 43 
' 
2,970 I 00 ' 
13,593 ' 03 ' 
7,906 ' 39 ' 
' I 
0 I 00 
' 
0 ' 00 
' 
3,719 ' 69 I 
5,498 ' 63 
' 
10,656 ' 41 
' 
9,.166 ' 31 I 
4,481 ' 75 ' 
. 
0 ' ' 0-0 
' 
' 0 ' 0-0 
' 
6,908 ' 48 
' 
13,659 ' 40 
' 
16,913 I 37 I 
0 I 00 I 
9,276 ' 22 I 
12,843 ' 38 I 
' 
U,434 ' 37 I 
' 
' 6,309 ' 00 
' 
5,.135 ' 00 I 
' 
' 
' I $162,317 ' 89 
' 
. STATE.OF IDAHO - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
WAGE REPORT 
~ATE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 000~---
' 
CAR WAGES WERE PAID: 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAID: 4th 
Legal Entity Harne and Address: 
RULE STEEL TANKS INC 
STEVE PEEL 
11299 BASS LANE 
CALDWELL, ID 83605-7914 
CASHIER 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 WEST MAIN STREET 
BOISE, IDAHO 83735-0610 
Telephone: (208) 334-6318 ex (800} 448-29n 
IMPORTANT: 
Make NO prior quarter acfjUStments 
on this report. 
Adjustments to wages reported in 
previous quarters must be 
submitted SEPARATELY. 
DO NOT include negative wages on 
ttUs report. 
D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECENE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES VIA 
PERSONAL COMPUTER °'5KEITES. D CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO RECENE 
INFORMATION ON REPORTING WAGES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
14.EMPtOYEE'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 15.EMPLOYEE'S LAST NAME. FIRST NAME ANO INITIAL 16.. TOTAL IOAHO WAGES PAJD 1HIS 0UARTER 
- - VALDIVIA MARIN, MIGUEL 7,327 ' 42 
' 
VAN OSTRAN, STACI D 10,155 I 82 I 
V ANDAID,EN, JASON R 6,121 ' 53 
' 
VARGAS, FERNANDO 7,017 I 95 
' 
VARGAS, MARCO F 6,058 I 25 ' 
VLCEK, TROY A 12,840 I 35 I 
I 
I 
VOGT, .JACOB L 5,564 I 62 
' 
' WHITE, PHILIP J 12,905 ' 04 I 
WILBANKS, MARKS 4,404 • 13 
' 
WINKLE, TIMOTHY D 23,295 I 22 I 
WOLFORD, MIKEL 15,323 I 16 
' 
YNIGli".7~ ROBERT L 13,199 ! 94 I 
ZUNIGA RIEGO, ISMAEL 8,334 
I 40 : 
' 
ZUNIGA SANTIAGO, PEDRO 2,842 ' 56 ' 
' I 
' 
' 
. ! 
' ' 
' 
' 
I I 
' 
. ! 
I I 
' r 
' ' • ' 
I 
' 
I 
' I I 
' I 
' 
I 
" " 
I 
' 
I I 
• I ' 
' 
I ! 
I 
" 
I 
' 
• I 
I • r 
I I r 
• ' 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I I 
' I I 
' I 
' 
I 
I I I 
I 
' ' ! 
' 
I 
' 
i 
' 
. 
' 
' ' 
' ' 
' 
I I 
' ' ' 
I' 
' 
17. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS PAGE $135,390 ' 39 
' ' 
I 
I 
' 18. TOTAL WAGES FOR THIS REPORT $1,298,413 I I ' ' ' 73 
' ' 
I 
39 
STATE OF IDAHO - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYER QUARTERLY 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX REPORT 
Duplicate 
Keep for your records 
STATE ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 
(llfriy ard Jr.21oo r.acessary ~ 
1. Legal Entity Name and Address: 
R.ULE STEEL TANKS INC 
STEVE PEEL 
11299 BASS LANE 
CALDWELL, ID 83605-7914 
000. 
. 
CASHIER 
IOAHO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
317 WEST MAIN STREET 
BOISE, JOA.HO 83735-0610 
Telephone: (208) 334-5318 or (800) 448-2977 
SHOW BELOW Atff CHANGES IN NAME. MAUNG ADDRESS 
SHIP TOGETHER WITH EFFECTIVE DATE 
Name Changed to: 
New Mailing Address: 
11299 BASS LANE 
CALDW:El..L, ID 836-05-7914 L---'"' 
C>Nne!ship Changed: Effective Data: 
Ceased Operations: Effediw Data: 
IMPORTANT: MAKE NO PRIOR QUARTER ADJUSTMENTS ON THIS REPORT. 
. 2. DATE QUARTERLY TAX REPORT DUE: 
3. YEAR WAGES WERE PAID: 
CALENDAR QUARTER WAGES WERE PAID: 
C<ll!iriiJmioo IWe ~.,,~Rate Wcrtfurte~ Rz(e 
4. TAX RATE: 2.483 + 0.000 + 0.076 = 
5. TOTAL GROSS WAGES PAID TO ALL EMPLOYEES THIS QUARTER. ENTER 
-0- IF NO EMPLOYMENT: (Should be the same as your Wage Report total.) (Drop tents} 
6. WAGES PAID TO INDMCUAL WORKERS 
TI-US QUARTER IN EXCESS OF 
FOR THIS CALENDAR YEAft:See~) 
7. TAXABLE WAGES: (line 5 minuS line 6) 
8. TAX DUE: (M'ulUpiy Line 7 by 2.560 % } 
9. ADO Enler lhe lal'gel' of. 
s 33,300 
LA TE 4.0 % ct TAX DUE limes the ~ct rnoolhs (or poflion thereol) ~DUE DAlE 
PENAL.IT: 
or $ 20 limes the oomtier cf moottis (oc pcr1icn lhereot) a!les" DUE DATE 
10. TOTAL DUE FOR THIS QUARTER: (Line 6 plus Line 9) 
11. PRIOR BALANCE: (Subtract Credit and I or add Balance Due} 
(Attach Supporti.ng Documents) 
04/30/2010 
2010 
1st 
2.560 % 
990,597 00 
18,675 00 
971,922 00 
24;881 zo 
0 00 
24,881 20 
0 00 
$24,881 20 
1STllOlmf :!HI MOfffil :lll>IOml 
IN Cl!JAA.1'ER IH~ l'flllMRTER 
127 125 119 
(208) 585-3031 
40 :XHIBIT I.A 
Phone Number 
OFFICEUSE 
DATE 
RECEIVED OR 
POSTMARKED 
N026 
D 
~ER 
--l&i&=l 
2010-1 
2010-1 
201&=t-
2010-1 
2010-1 
iJ..CtL 2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-1 
201J=l-
2010-1 
2010-1 
201&::+ 
2010-1 
2010-1 
-~i&:l 
2010-1 
2010-1 
201&:1-
2010-1 
2010-1 
2010=1. 
2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-1 
~i&:l 
2010-1 
2010-1 
-ii&:l 
2010-1 
2010-1 
'liZ:::l. 
2010-1 
2010-1 
20l.O-l 
2011c1 
SSll 
IG'2tlO MAGES FOR l IWl..E STEEL. UllKS IIC 9'8601 PG 2 ~126/2010 
~\'.Ell '9,ffl.98 FOR Alff EJ1Pl..OYER Ill THIS lilGE R1Jl(l 
QIWITBl SSll IW!£ NAGES 
~l&:l 
2011>-1 
2010-1 
20 l 
2010-1 
. 2010-1 
2010-1 
2010-l 
2010-1 
20l&:l 
2010-1 
2010-1 
~i&:l 
2010-1 
2010-1 
-~ 
2010-1 
2010-1 
201(>=1 
2011>-1 
2010-1 
2011>-1 
~i&:l 
2010-1 
2011>-1 
2010-1 
2011>-1 
2010-1 
&Ill. 
.Jilllfi' 
ROaY 
JAY 
STACI 
.JlWI 
p 
p 
T 
L 
D 
A 
N 
D 
A 
5 
,410.36 
AllDRES s. '°7 .so 
DAVID G 2,230.~ 
Jmr? ~:m:n 
41 
S.Sll 
----------------·-· 
42 
Appendix C 
Rule Steel Tanks Inc 
Acct# 1069748 
Diamond Z Trailer Inc 
Acct# 1393286 
- --iployees with wage credits with Diamond Z Trailer Inc during 2nd quarter 2009 and 
_ £h Rule Steel Tanks Inc during 3rd quarter 2009 or 4th quarter 2009 
1200::1 2nd Q Diamond Z 12009 3rd Q Rule Steel 12009 4th Q Rule Steel 
-~:'.!;;::'t_::::-§~.::.0~w.-LI·~j . - - :..:f. .~ .-· ''"':t:!.'..th~ 1 .,Y..~~-- --,.. ~ ,_ --.... ::~ ... ~"i~Hin~ 
- . 
.;i.,;·. ~ , ..; :il2:'~2.H~· ' ,:-.·~ . ~·,L.,, -- · ---~·.• '"""'"~-- \1 
' 
. . . 
Roberts, Glen Roberts, Glen 
Phil lips, Eric - "-i - .. • .. . - -~S'if~~J1~ih .. ~tt{ff=4~ 
'r.- • . ~· r:~ - • ~~----'· 
Pena Jr, Marciso rttrn~1:;_ ~ .. -~ .. :J:Sh-~ 
Ney, IJavrd Ney, David 
Baird, Cole - ·' ~ -~il!.~~;~·-~1:·~: § 
" 
, - ·~- =--... - .__ __ • 
Talkington, Joshua Talkington, Joshua 
Stirrn, Jeremy Stirm, Jeremy 
Moore, Scott Moore, Scott 
Garcia, Miguel Garcia, M iguel 
'" 
Gonzalez, Manuel . 
. . r.:~:Wi~.f'-~'j~)~ 
Calderon, Daniel Calderon, Daniel 
Sa la zar, Sergio Salazar, Sergio 
Pletcher, John Pletcher, John 
Hendrickson, Dennis . .• "~"Ai'r~~~::.:.-~~.}jft?~ , __ 
-
~ 
Wolford, Mike Wolford, Mike 
wford, Pat Crawford, Pat 
...:el, Steven Peel, Steven 
Kaiser, Joseph 
' -
.... ~l!~·~'!r· ~~tff"-'ll 
Hovey, John ,Hovey, John 
-~ - -
Wood, Rusty ,- ~ ;!'.::M'~~ .. -.. l.~~::t,:?~R ~ 
-
~ ... - ·· io.-...!' 
.Jensen, Jens !Jensen, J'ens 
Foster, Anthony I .. . ~·~-.,~ ... ':1:·~~~-r1£ . 
~ ~ ·n. -- ... '.; 
Silva Pl:ga, Rolando :silva Puga, Rolando 
lt:nnco. r,lelqurades IEnrrco, Melqu1ades 
Sells, Steve " . t .. )$'J~,-ip:::; ~·:r:3:.-.:tJ I ' 
Burkhart, Noella I Burkhart, Noella 
Longstreet, David . ~~I~·,., ~~-. ..t - ... ~J 
Gallop Kaylene Gallop Kaylene 
Dehority, Aaron Dehority, Aaron 
Lindaue.r, Bill Lindauer, Bill 
Thornock, Jimmy Thornock, Jimmy 
Nelson, Rocky Nelson, Rocky 
Waldermer, Scott . ~ - ~ .... ~ .. .,. .•.• :. ., .. ,~!' >~·:,::::~ 
-.. '- - ,,.,_ .. ·"'- -~·~- ... : "1; -
Herrerea·Bernal, Juan Herrerea-Bernal, Juan 
Ynigez, Robert Ynigez, Robert 
'iauf, Marcus 
"-··--
X~;::·~·.-.... ;.:~.,::~::t~~= 
· ··- -r l!r •. _ _,--'! -:--· ,_ ~ 
~bla, Anthony ·-···- .- -~-~ -~¥r.~rr.w~: Puebla, Anthony ~ ~ 
-
' .t:. -. -~ 
Dingman, Morgan Dingman, Morgan 
2 EXHIBIT# \y 
43 
PrinQ I ~' ~/ -
''"l09 2ncJ u Diamond z 
·ales, Manuel De 
Milliman, Gary 
Barbeau, Jennifer 
Lara-s,Jose 
Carreon-Acosta, Juan 
Mathews, Steven 
Maddox, Joseph 
Tucker, Jr, Carl 
Comstock, Carey 
Martinez, Roberto 
Mason, Travis 
Liebschnager, Dennis 
Reyes-Santana, Silvino 
Reyes, Gabriel 
Gallegos, Sergio 
Hill, John. 
Farrell, Justin 
IVlceK, Troy 
Diaz, Hector 
1tista, Jesus 
.1anzan-Sosa, Artu ro 
. 
Lazaro, Javier 
12009 3ra Q Rule Steel 
Morales, Manuel De 
Milliman, Gary 
-- _ : _ _, - ,_._: '.i~ :~_.-::_,. 
Lara-s, Jose 
Carreon-Acosta, Juan 
Mathews, Steven 
Maddox, Joseph 
,-, ,.. •J - .. ~· ·! -'~--.'.16. ._, ~ 
Comstock, Carey 
Martinez, Roberto 
l... ...... u .. •. z~ ~ .- ;:f!~":;: "<:;,1;··.n~~: 
I•"'"' ----= ... -· • ·•er""": '~;1~~~1~-,-:~.-•;tJA 
Reyes-Santana, Silvino 
Reyes, Gabriel 
Gallegos, Sergio 
HHI, John 
Farrell, Justin 
Vlcek, Troy 
Diaz, Hector 
- -. !; %~~1~~~!Jt~,1 
Almanzan-Sosa, Arturo 
Lazaro, Javier 
44 
Ru le Steel Tanks Inc 
Acct ti 1069748 
Diamond Z Trailer Inc 
Acct ti 1393286 
Luu~ 4th Q Rule Steel 
Barbeau Jennifer 
EXHIBIT# IY 
Paga ~of ;). Pages 
